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Abstract
The conventional role of community legal centres (CLCs) is as specialists in community law. As
specialists in community law. CLCs playa vital role in giving practical meaning to the notion of legal
citizenship and to the concept of the citizen within the communities they serve. CLCs should also be seen
as having a broader role beyond community law, one that encompasses legal citizenship. This concept of
a broader role for CLCs is alien to the way most government funding authorities, CLC clients and many
CLCs view themselves. However, viewing CLCs in terms of legal citizenship provides an opportunity to
focus on how CLCs assist citizens to defend and extend their rights in the areas of civil, administrative
and family law.
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THE FOUNDATIONS
OF LEGAL CITIZENSHIP
Community law, access to justice
and the community legal sector
MARK RIX and SCOTT BURROWS
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This article begins with a discussion of a government's
obligation to ensure equal access to justice and equality
before the law for all its citizens and of the importance
of legal citizenship. The second section profiles the
community legal sector with a focus on CLCs as
experts in community law and legal citizenship.
The third and fi':lal section examines the community
legal sector's role in giving effect to legal citizenship for
poor and disadvantaged Australians and considers the
implications for the sector and Australian society as a
whole if it is no longer able to do so.

Legal citizenship, community law
and the role of government

Civil law incorporates matters including housing and
tenancy, employment law, credit and debt, consumer
law, neighbourhood disputes and motor vehicles.
Administrative Jaw, a sub-category of civil law, involves
such matters as soc.ial security and immigration. Family
Jaw includes such matters as divorce, property and
contact and residency of dependent children. It is these
sorts of matters that account for most people's direct
interactions with the legal system. In the first instance,
these issues are usually dealt with across service
counters or in informal counselling and conciliation
sessions rather than in court hearings. As providers of
professional legal advice, CLCs also inform citizens of
their basic rights and assist them to exercise these rights
when dealing with government agencies, business and
other citizens.

In its sub":Jission to the recent Senate Inquiry into Legal
Aid and Access to Justice, the National Association of
Community Legal Cerltres (NACLC) lame!'lted that,
while public debate Was largely preoccupied with the
crisis in the public health and education systems, '[t]he
crisis in the justice sector goes largely unnoticed'.'
Whilst grossly inadequate funding has certainly
contributed to the justice crisis, it is not the only cause.
It was also 'created by the failure of governments to
understand the intrinsic importance of an effective
system of justice in a democratic society and so to
appropriately prioritise matters of justice'. 3 Even more
to the point, NACLC asserted that: 'The justice system
in Australia is a system of injustice caused by the
allocation of insufficient resources and
consequent
denial of access t9 justice on a daily basis'. 1

The community law services provided by CLCs
are often mundane, unglamorous and routine.
Nevertheless, the matters encompassed in community
law affect the cohesiveness and inclusiveness of the
bonds that tie people together as members of the
community and as citizens of Australia. These bonds
are based on the rights that individuals have in common
as citizens and human beings, their knowjedge.of those
rights and their ability to exercise them effectively. and
their respect for others as holders of the same rights.
Thus, CLCs play an important role in contributing
to the cohesiveness of Australian society and the
inclusiveness of its democratic institutions. Legal
citizenship too, is significant because it calls attention
to the importance of the cohesiveness and
inclusiveness of Australian society, of all citizens'
equality before the Jaw and access to justice. Equality
before the law and equal access to justice underpin the
legitimacy and effectiveness of the entire legal system. 1

Lacey argues that while civil society institutions such
as schools, families, clubs and so on cannot be regarded
as criminal justice institutions as such, nevertheless
they are 'highly relevant to the potential effectiveness
of criminal justice institutions strictly so-called'.s These
institutions can make an important contribution to
'social ordering' in such a way as to reduce reliance
on the 'hard end' of the criminal justice system.
However, in situations of 'social fragmentation',
brought about by poor housing and education, high
unemployment and entrenched poverty, the capacity
of civil society institutions to contribute to social
ordering and stability is limited. These and other social
problems are the underlying causes of much crime.
They are often the result of, or are exacerbated by,
failures of public policy. The crisis in the public health
and education systems are but two instances of such
failures. Access to justice and equality before the law,
both intrinsic to the notion of legal citizenship, are
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